
Tips on Playing Time & Making the Team  
 

From Coach Henry 

I’m often asked by parents ‘Why is my son not playing more?’  As a coach, the biggest misconception I 

hear is a parent saying ‘Hey, my son is just as good as player X, why is he not playing?’ Or ‘If my son 

doesn’t play in games, how can he improve?’ Hopefully I can help you understand the coaching 

perspective, especially on Select teams. 

At the Rec level, all players get playing time. It’s a recreational league. 

At the Select level, expectations are different.  Select is a competitive league where the top teams make 

the playoffs, and the goal is to prepare players for high school.  This doesn’t mean Select only cares 

about wins and losses, but it clearly is different than Rec and there may be games where a player gets 

little or no playing time.  That doesn’t mean the coaches are not actively working to develop your player, 

although some players may have more of their development in practice versus games.  Lack of playing 

time in games does not mean your player is not developing. 

So what can a player do to get more playing time? 

I’ll outline my perspective from being a head or assistant coach on Rec, Select and travel teams over the 

last few years. 

First, my coaching philosophy is based on three keys.   

- Work hard 

- Play smart 

- Be unselfish 

These are life lessons that apply outside of lacrosse.  If you do these three things, the rest of lacrosse 

(and life) will take care of itself. The opposite of these three principles are:  

- Lazy 

- Not smart 

- Selfish 

Displaying any of these opposite traits will limit playing time.  Even the perception of these will limit 

playing time. 

In order to understand playing time at the Select LAX level, you need to understand the goals of the 

program. The Select LAX program is designed to prepare players for high school.  At this level, there is 

differentiated instruction and coaching. We want all players to improve, but will stretch higher ability 

players.   Higher ability players will be challenged, especially when playing against higher ability 



opponents.  As coaches, we ideally want to allow everyone on the team to be challenged by higher level 

opponents; however, if there is a clear mismatch in your ability, you may struggle to get playing time.   

Instead of thinking ‘My son is as good as player X’, I want to suggest a different perspective. Players 

need to ask the coaches, what can I do to MAKE you WANT to put me in the game?  For example, a 

coach may say…I need to get Joe in because we have to control the ball…or…I need to get Joe in to 

because he’s one of our best 1 on 1 defenders.  Especially in close games, coaches are not thinking…I 

need to get Joe in because he hasn’t gotten in the game yet. 

As coaches, we love having a roster where we feel comfortable playing any player at any time.  As 

coaches, we want to play every player in every game.  We try to be sensitive to playing time for ALL 

players on the roster.  We understand that players develop and mature at different times.  We 

understand that all players put in practice time and travel to games. We try to put players in positions 

where they will be successful.  We try to adjust offense and defense formations so less skilled players 

can contribute, but we also adjust so skilled players can be successful and not be held back. 

Playing time is determined in practice. When a coach conducts practice, here are some things coaches 

notice.    

- Throw good, hard passes 

- Throw left and right handed, on the outside shoulder. 

- Use good technique.  It matters.  If you take a shot sidearm and miss the goal, the coach will tell 

you to shoot overhand. Do it multiple times after the coach corrects you, you will lessen your 

playing time and coach will tell you to stop shooting.   

- Play hard – always.  Run on the field, run off the field, run to the huddle.  Walk or jog and you 

will get noticed.  Don’t let the coach ever tell you to ‘hustle’ or ‘run’.  Don’t let the coach tell you 

to ‘pay attention’. 

- Get ground balls.  Ground balls are all hustle and are the great equalizer. Get a lot of ground 

balls, the coach will find a way to play you.  The opposite is also true – never get GB’s and you 

will have to make it up somewhere else.  Ground balls are the great tie-breaker. 

- Be good at defense, regardless of where you play.  An attack or middie that is good at defense 

will always get playing time.  Conversely, play poor defense and you will limit your playing time. 

- Play smart without the ball. You don’t have to be the biggest or fastest player if you play smart.  

It’s what you do off-ball that counts. On offense, learn to move without the ball.  On defense, 

make sure you communicate, protect the middle and are in a position to help teammates with 

slides.  Lose your man ball-watching and the coach will notice.  Communicate and play good 

position when your man does not have the ball, the coach will play you. 

- Be unselfish.  If a man is open, pass.   

- Play your position.  Learn the offense, defense, rides, clears, etc. If the coach constantly has to 

tell you where to go, you will earn less playing time.   

- Pay attention.  If the coach teaches a new concept, show you are paying attention.  Look at the 

coach, not away from him. Don’t talk to your friends while they are giving directions. 



- Be coachable.  Show the coach that you are listening and learning, and that you can apply your 

knowledge at game time.  For example, if the coach shows you how to cradle so you won’t get 

checked from behind, and you continue to cradle to the side and get checked, the coach may 

hesitate to play you.  Effort counts – even if you are not the strongest athlete but you show that 

you are trying, your effort will be acknowledged. 

- ASK QUESTIONS. If you do not understand something, ask the coach. He’ll know you are paying 

attention. 

- Have a positive attitude. Make the coach feel good about coaching you.  Don’t complain, 

disparage opponents, talk bad about teammates, or grovel over your substitution. 

- Encourage your teammates.   Coaches notice when you encourage and help teammates. 

- Help/communicate to your teammates – especially newer players. A player who knows what’s 

going on and can be a coach on the field will get more time. 

- Practice at home. Great players are made at home, not at practice.  If the only time you work on 

throwing and catching is at practice, it will show.  If you work at home, that too will show. 

- Ask the coach for feedback.  ‘What should I work on?’ Make sure you work on what they tell 

you. 

- Don’t turn the ball over. Possession is important, especially in close games.   

o Learn to cradle under pressure.  Learn to cradle and handle the ball against good d-

poles.  If you can handle pressure from a strong d-pole, you can play during close games. 

o D-poles need to be able to handle the ball under pressure, too.  Learn to roll-away and 

be good at clearing. 

o Bad passes and missed catches get noticed, as does dodging and losing the ball.  Don’t 

pass to a teammate who is covered just to get rid of the ball.  Don’t throw it at your 

teammate’s feet, dodge into 2-3 players, telegraph your pass or get checked with a poor 

cradle.   

o I’m not saying to never make a mistake or attempt a tough pass, but turnovers get 

noticed, especially if they are ‘not smart’ or ‘selfish’.  If you have a lot of turnovers, 

you’ll reduce your game time. 

- Avoid penalties – play physical but avoid penalties.  If you play out of control and consistently 

get penalties for uncontrolled checks (swinging sticks), pushing in the back, cross checks, 

dangerous hits or takeout checks, you will reduce your playing time. 

- Work on conditioning. Be in the best physical shape possible. Workout on your own – run, do 

pushups, sit-ups and jump rope.  It’s fine to let the coach know you are working on your own 

‘Hey coach, I’ve been running 20 miles/week outside of practice.’ 

- Work to get on man-up or man-down team.  Ask the coach what you can work on to earn a 

spot.   Games with a lot of man-up or man-down reduce playing time for those not on those 

teams. 

- Have accurate shots – work on hitting specific parts of the net.   Attack is speed and accuracy 

over power.  Middies need to be able to shoot with power, shoot on the run and be accurate 

(10yd time and room shots). 

- Have good stick skills -   Use proper technique.  



- Don’t worry about making a mistake. We all make mistakes, including coaches. We know 

mistakes happen. Throw a bad pass and hang your head, the coach will notice. If instead you 

actively pursue the ground ball, the coach will notice.  Miss a ground ball but actively ride, the 

coach will notice you playing hard. 

- Make sure the coach knows where you are during games. Stay close to your coach so he can 

get you in.  If you are always in the back of the line, you may get overlooked (unintentionally).  If 

you feel the coach overlooks you, it’s okay to let them know “He coach, I’m ready to go in when 

you need me.”   

 

A few additional thoughts... 

- You do not need to be the fastest, biggest or most athletic player.  There’s a lot you can do by 

being smart, working hard and being unselfish. 

- If you are not one of the strongest athletes, there are still lots of opportunities.  Work on what 

you can control.  Faster guys get by on athletics, but may not be hard workers. For example, you 

can work very hard to be great left-handed.  Even if you’re not as big and fast as other players, 

you can play left and they cannot.   Coaches notice players with very good stick skills in both 

hands…and they notice those who can only use their dominant hand. 

- You control how hard you work.  Hard work can make you better in areas that may be 

weaknesses for better athletes. 

- Faceoffs is an example where hard work pays off over athleticism.  If you are small but work 

diligently on faceoffs, you can find a spot on the team and field.  Faceoffs are based on speed, 

strength and technique – all things you can work on at home.    

- You may wonder why we don’t play everyone equally on man-up, and there are a few reasons.  

If we don’t put the best 6 players on the field, it’s like declining the penalty.  If the opposing 

team is very physical and knows we will not score on man-up, they have no reason to stop 

collecting penalties.  The purpose of man-up is to control the game.  We want to recognize our 

players who live and die developing their stick skills.  Work on stick skills at home to get on man-

up.  Show the coach you are an accurate, quick shooter and feeder. 

- If you are not getting playing time, the PLAYER should ask the coach, not the parent. “Coach, 

what can I work on to get more game time?”  By middle school, players need to take 

responsibility for their relationship with the coach.   

- If you have questions about a game, wait 24 hours before speaking with the coach.  This is 

always a good rule to follow, and most competitive teams require it.   

- Practice time determines game time.  Watch a practice to see how you son does.  Does he play 

hard, play smart and play unselfish?   

- If a parent wants to talk to a coach, you’ll find a more receptive audience if you approach the 

coach with ‘What can my son work on to get more playing time? ’ 

- Do something that MAKES the coach WANT to put you in the game. 

 


